[Fourier harmonic analysis of the sagittal profile of the Plesianthropus transvaalensis (STS5) skull].
An analytical morphometrical investigation of fronto facial profile of Plesianthropus transvaalensis was carried out by means of Fourier spectral series. Amplitude of contributors was evaluated in comparison with harmonic sets of a modern skull and two "mosaics" obtained by a convenient merging of segments of modern and hominid skull profiles. Patterns are distinctly different in Plesianthropus and modern profile because amplitude of second harmonic is greater than first in the former and viceversa in the latter; moreover while in Plesianthropus first and second harmonic give the same phase, it does not occur for modern skull. Fourier series of "mosaic" obtained by frontal profile of Plesianthropus and facial profile of modern resembles the set of modern skull while "mosaic" of modern frontal profile and hominid facial one resembles closely pattern of Plesianthropus.